
Interpretation 
3.1 Introduction 
 
The landscape around Greenhow Hill represents a long and complex history of lead 
mining. It is very difficult to date lead mining features simply from their form, however it 
is possible to recognise certain themes, which can be used to broadly identify different 
phases of activity. Unlike some former lead mining areas most of the shaft mounds and 
spoil heaps at Greenhow are grassed over and this places restrictions on the inferences 
that can be made from examining the type of waste present on different sites. 
 
3.2 Extraction 
 
Where limestone beds outcrop, veins also outcrop or are very close to the surface. 
Workings are present as lines of shallow pit features with little / no associated spoil or 
closely spaced shaft mounds; often so close that the ring mound of spoil from one 
overlaps with the next. There is evidence that the lines of shallow pits are not pits but the 
top of backfilled opencut trenches (e.g. fig.51 feature 37), which suggests that any spoil 
from the excavation was used to backfill the trench on abandonment. One key 
characteristic of such lines of pits and shafts is that they only affect a narrow strip of 
ground in which all development and dressing waste is dumped. This suggests that 
mining was carried out under a form of customary mining law where the ground along 
each vein is divided into rectangular blocks of ground called meers. 
 
It is thought that meer working was carried out at Greenhow but documentary 
information is sparse and often inferred rather than proven. An early 19th century plan 
shows that at that time a meer of 21yards was in use but by then was used to define 
square blocks of ground. A meer usually consists of a length of ground along a single 
vein with a space either side known as a quarter cord, which equals ¼ of the length of the 
meer. In the case of a 21yard meer the quarter cord would therefore be 5.25 yards either 
side of the vein or a total width of 10.5 yards. Grants usually consist of blocks of meers 
and once established the position of meers remain even if the ownership changes (Gill 
2000). Surviving mining laws from elsewhere suggest that miners were expected to 
confine all their activities within the quarter cord and were allowed to use this ground to 
stack their waste, dress ore, and construct buildings. Recent work at Grassington where 
the working of meers is well documented and sets of customary mining laws survive, has 
shown that this is probably the case even when not specifically mentioned in the laws 
(Roe 2003). 
 
Meer working is known to have been practiced from the medieval period and at 
Greenhow a legal document from 1225 refers to “exploring” a pit “to the bounds of the 
mine”(Gill 1998). This suggests another custom of chasing or proving the vein along the 
length of one meer before moving on to another. This explains the close spacing of shafts 
and pits. Further evidence of a customary form of mining survives in the form of place 
name evidence. Prim-Gap was formerly the name for High View Farm, and is now the 
name of the property across the road, both of which are close to the Prim Gap Vein. A 
Prim Gap is “a length of vein less than half a meer between two mine titles or separate 
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jurisdictions” (Rieuwerts 1998) . The boundaries of meer grants were often marked by 
stones bearing the initials of the owners but no such stones have been found in the course 
of this survey. 
 

 
Fig.82 Areas showing evidence of meer working 

 
Along the Cockhill / Water Hole Vein system and on Blue Rigg Vein a slightly different 
arrangement of shafts is present. Here the alignment of the shafts still marks the line of the 
veins and activity is confined to a narrow strip of ground, however this strip is wider than 
a standard quarter cord. This may indicate that the shafts were initially sunk during a 
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period when meer working was still in use. The wider spacing of the shafts suggests that 
the veins probably do not outcrop and that deeper shaft were required to reach the ore 
bodies and so evidence of chasing the vein along a meer length is not present at the 
surface. Evidence from elsewhere in the Yorkshire Dales suggests that even when 
customary mining law was abandoned the meer was retained to define the length of a 
mining grant but the quarter cord was expanded sideways. Although no longer required 
the miners custom of confining tip material and ore dressing to a narrow strip of ground 
appears to continue. 
 
These veins have been worked to a considerable depth from the shafts and in the case of 
the Cockhill / Water Hole Veins at a later date from levels. Before the driving of the 
Cockhill and Gillfield levels the shafts may have been deepened which would have 
resulted in an enlarging of the shaft mounds. It is probable that both the Sam Oon Level 
(fig.25 feature 40) and Jackass Level (fig.40 feature 5) were driven to drain the ground 
worked by the shafts and both levels acted as adits only. Both levels have in the past been 
considered as ancient, possibly medieval or even Roman. This has since been challenged 
and although Sam Oon Level is still undated Jackass Level has been shown to date from 
the 1740s (Gill 1998).  At the end of the 18th century Sand Beck was the boundary 
between Cockhill Mine and Sunside Mine. Jackass drains the workings of Sunside and 
Sam Oon, Cockhill. This relationship suggests that this boundary may be earlier and the 
levels may be broadly contemporary with it and their driving could have been the catalyst, 
which led to the deepening of the shafts. The Cockhill and Gillfield Levels (fig.40 
features 25 & 17) were driven in the 1780s initially to the Cockhill and Water Hole Veins 
but both were continued so that they eventually drained most of the veins under the 
village. These levels were driven as horse levels and equipped with rails to enable ore 
mainly from stopes above the levels to be taken directly to mechanised dressing floors 
adjacent to smelt mills.  
 

Level Approximate height of  
entrance AOD 

Approximate depth at  
Cockhill / Water Hole Vein 

Gillfield 900ft 274.32m 350ft 106.68m 
Cockhill 950ft 289.56m 300ft 91.44m 
Jack Ass 1000ft 304.80m 250ft 76.2m 
Sam Oon 1150ft 350.52m 100ft 30.48m 

Table 12. Heights above sea level and depths of levels. 
 
Both Cockhill and Gillfield levels were used during twentieth century fluorspar mining 
operations, but as this activity took place underground it has had little discernable affect 
on the surface archaeology. The situation is different on Greenhow Hill and Galloway 
Pasture. Greenhow Rake Vein, which runs over the summit of Greenhow Hill has been 
worked by both shafts and open cuts (fig.51). The form of the open cuts strongly suggests 
20th century working both on the north side of the hill and where the vein crosses Duck 
Street Quarry. On Galloway Pasture, Galloway Gulf (fig.65 feature 54) represents a 
shakehole excavated in the early 1960s (Gill 1998).
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Fig. 83 Levels under Greenhow Village (principal levels only) (after Gill 1998)
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3.2.1 Shaft Haulage 
 
Although most of the smaller shafts would have used a simple roller for haulage, many of 
the larger shaft mounds include the element “engine” or “gin” in their name. This 
indicates that they had horse powered winding engines, however the diagnostic flat 
topped shaft mound with an off centre shaft usually associated with gins is rarely present 
and only one example was found with the classic stone or turf wall defining the horse 
walk (fig.77 feature 20). This leads to several possibilities; firstly as most of the shafts 
are present as a large slumped feature all traces of a gin may have disappeared. Secondly, 
and perhaps more realistically, as many of the shafts appear to be almost in the centre of 
the shaft mound it is possible that rather than a “whim gin” many of the shaft may have 
used the older style cog and rung gin. 
 

 
 

Whim Gin – where the horse walks to 
one side of the shaft. Here the shaft will 

be at one side of the tip. 

Cog and Rung Gin – where the horse 
walks around the shaft. Hear the shaft 

will be near the centre of the tip. 
Fig.84 Horse Gin Typology (Cossons 1975) 

 
3.3 Ore Dressing 
 
Ore dressing activity has been more difficult to identify and categorise due to sites being 
grassed over. In areas where meer working can be identified the remains of ore dressing 
would have been confined to the quarter cord and is currently archaeologically invisible, 
however detailed earthwork survey may help separate heaps of development waste / shaft 
mound material from ore dressing waste. In other areas distinct zones of ore dressing 
have been identified, usually closely related to large shaft mounds. These all show 
evidence of disturbance, which has removed all traces of the original equipment and 
organisation of the dressing process. 
 
At a few isolated sites evidence of small ore dressing areas known as “knocking floors” 
have been found. These are in the form of usually square flat areas approximately 2m 
across with evidence of a small stone kerb around three sides. One feature that has been 
described as a medieval “crushing mortar” is the Panty Oon Stone (fig.26 feature39). 
Making assumptions that this was used for ore dressing are without grounds and further 
investigation may reveal another more plausible explanation. It is unlikely that medieval 
miners would want to crush ore so finely as without the aid of sophisticated buddles, and 
smelting techniques, fine crushing is a very wasteful method of ore dressing. Around the 



stone is evidence that a course-grained gritstone has been quarried. It may be possible 
that the site has been used to crush this stone to make sand.  
 
Adjacent to Cockhill Level (fig. 40) are the remains of a dressing floor which includes 
the ruins of a range of bouse teems and a water wheel case, suggesting the location of a 
water powered ore crusher. A flat area nearby suggests the location of further ore 
dressing plant. The layout of this site is typical of late 18th-19th century mechanised 
dressing floor. There should be evidence of a similar layout at Gillfield Level, but this 
has not survived. It is apparent that this site has been much disturbed, most recently when 
a large section of the spoil heap was removed for road repairs. 
 
The disturbance of ore dressing areas throughout the village is indicative of operations to 
recover discarded lead ore, fluorspar and barites. The recovery of lead ore at Greenhow is 
documented from the later part of the 18th century when waste redressing was leased 
separately to mining. These operations appear to have left considerable remains 
particularly at North Coldstones (fig.17 & 18) where waste dressers were active in the 
1780. There activities led to damage to various watercourses plus the construction of new 
leats and dams. Sludge from these operations was allowed to run into several shafts and 
causing them to collapse, disrupting the miners working in Gillfield Level (Gill 1998). 
These areas, which are not associated with shafts or levels, are represented by low-lying 
complex earthworks, usually served by leats and close to dams. Very little identifiable 
structure is present in these areas but at a number of locations simple buddles have been 
found (e.g. fig.18 feature 11, fig.36 feature 43, fig.67 feature 263). These are commonly 
sets of small-interconnected sub-rectangular tanks up to 2m across, usually closely 
associated with water leats. These buddles are very rare survivors and as such should be 
considered as suitable for statutory protection. 
 
The mining and recovery of gangue minerals such as fluorspar and barites began in the 
1920s and continued at a small scale for around 50 years. Close to Galloway Gulf are 
numerous piles of waste from the processing of fluorspar and barites (fig.65 feature 53). 
This waste was not produced at Greenhow but at the Dales Chemical Company plant at 
Grassington which operated between 1957 and 1964, and was supplied with material 
from Greenhow from 1962 (Gill 1998). The Duke of Devonshire was not happy about 
waste produced from the processing of the Greenhow mineral being dumped at 
Grassington and so returning wagons brought it back to Galloway Pasture (pers com Mr 
Colin Shepherd). Each pile of material therefore represents one lorry load. Further dumps 
of fine clay spoil are found on Galloway Moss and these mark the location of small scale 
reprocessing operations (fig.9 feature 35). Very little remains, other than a concrete 
engine mounting and a fragment of wall, of a gravity mill (fig.40 feature 15) built close to 
the Cockhill Smelt Mill around 1933 by the Caldbeck Mining Company who worked 
underground in both Cockhill and Gillfield levels. 
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Fig.85 Ore dressing areas 
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3.4 Smelting 
 
Three smelt mills are located in the Cockhill area and two, Cockhill (fig.40 feature 14) 
and Providence (fig.40 feature 33), have previously been recorded and interpreted. The 
third Gillfield mill (fig.40 feature10) has not but sufficient structure of this small mill 
survives to allow a basic interpretation of the buildings layout, although some clearance 
of vegetation may be required. All three mills have surviving evidence of water supply to 
power a waterwheel. 
 

 
Fig.86 Smelting sites 
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Evidence of earlier bale smelting has not been found during the course of this survey. As 
the survey has concentrated on the areas where extraction and ore dressing have taken 
place the evidence of early smelting which is often very ephemeral may have been 
missed. 
 
3.5 Water management 
 
Perhaps the most significant discovery made during this survey was the complex water 
management features. Although now fragmentary, enough evidence survives to suggest 
that water was collected, stored and brought to a number of ore processing sites. 
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Fig.87 Water management features 

 
3.6 Buildings and Miscellaneous features 
 
The remains of nineteen mining related buildings have been found, of which eleven are 
located in the Cockhill area. Two buildings (fig.51 features 121 & 189) are in the style of 
a traditional miners coe which are usually associated with meer working. Such buildings 
are unusual in the Yorkshire Dales and therefore highly significant. 
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Fig.88 Buildings 

 
A number of trackways and holloways have been identified and recorded. The 
significance of these features will require further study, but there are interesting 
relationships between the tracks and mining and quarrying activities. A study of other 
tracks may give clues to the development of the village. 
 
Quarrying is an activity, that exerts a strong visual impact on the modern village and the 
active Coldstones quarry become a major landscape feature. This survey has found 
evidence that both gritstone and limestone have been extensively quarried at a small scale 
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right around the village and although it may not have had the same impact on the historic 
development of the village as lead mining, it has been significant and would benefit from 
further study. 
 
3.7 Recommendations for future work 
 

1. During the course of conducting this survey and speaking to the landowners and 
residents of Greenhow Hill it is clear that some are not aware of the historic 
significance of mining features in the village and how to best to manage their land 
and at the same time respect the archaeology. Even the more informed 
landowners would benefit for some guidance about good land management 
practice. It is clear that many areas of mining remains have been destroyed 
without record. A comparison with previous desktop mapping and air 
photographs in the NMRS records show that a large area of workings comparable 
to those recorded at High View existed on Coldstones Hill and have now been 
quarried away. The section of Greenhow Rake Vein north of the main road has 
been filled and shafts here and at Farside have been flattened. A number of shaft 
mounds have also disappeared from North Coldstones and the Village Centre 
areas. The most important recommendation that this report can make is that an 
information leaflet should be produced for distribution throughout the village 
giving guidance about living in an historic landscape. 

 
2. A number of areas would benefit from more detailed survey work. Detailed 

survey of areas indicating meer working should produce evidence of ore dressing 
in these areas, which will help to understand how the veins were divided up into 
individual mining grants. The areas where waste redressing has been indicated 
may show how these operations were organised and the type of technology 
employed. Of particular importance are the remains of buddles. A detailed 
archaeological survey of the Cockhill area will help in the understanding of the 
organisation of this area in the 19 P

th
P century and how this changed during the 20P

th
P 

century. A simple levelled survey of the mapped water leats will help to prove 
which direction the water was flowing and an examination of the junctions 
between leats may show alterations, which would suggest the relocation of 
dressing activities.  

 
3. Any further survey work should also consider the recording of any accessible 

underground workings. Most of the levels are open and offer potential for 
underground recording, particularly Gillfield Level, which is leased by Leeds 
University and gives access to workings on the Waterhole Vein. Two open shafts 
on Greenhow Moss, which may be fenced or capped by the farmer due to worries 
over liability when open access takes effect, should be recorded before such work 
takes place. Chimney Shaft at Farside is currently capped but gives access to an 
underground boiler house, which was recorded by NMRS members in the 1970s, 
but which may benefit from resurveying. Stoped ground exposed in Duck Street 
Quarry indicates the presence of pre-gunpowder workings and offers a rare 
recording opportunity.  
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4. Most of the remaining structures in the Cockhill area would benefit from some 

consolidation work to slow down their rate of decay and at the same time stabilise 
structures, which may be perceived as a danger to the public. 

 
5. Currently there are only four scheduled sites in the survey area. Providence Smelt 

Mill, the area around the Panty Oon Stone, the entrance to Jackass Level, and Toft 
Gate lime kiln. Cockhill and Gillfield dressing floors and smelt mills have a 
strong group value and should be considered for statutory protection to protect 
both the remaining fragments of buildings and the spoil heaps. The areas of 
possible meer working particularly those on the south side of Greenhow Hill 
where the veins outcrop in the limestone probably represent the earliest surviving 
working in the village and are likely to contain evidence of medieval, and 
possibly pre-medieval mining. Again the group value of these working is 
important. The miners coe’s found at High View should also be considered due to 
their rarity. Finally the buddles found at Coldstones Quarry, Galloway Pasture, 
North Coldstones and Prim Gap are all rare survivors of fragile structures and as 
such worthy of statutory protection. 
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Appendix 1 
 
List of Components Used For GPS Surveys 
 
This list of components has been compiled from the Monument Protection Programme 
Lead Industry Step 1 Report (Cranstone 1992 P.15-21); a later paper by Cranstone (1994) 
and the authors personal experience surveying similar sites. These component 
descriptions can be enhanced with additional text to produce a more descriptive record of 
features. Note not all the components listed were present in the survey area. 
 
Prospection and Trial Features 
 
Prospection and trial features can be difficult to identify in the field, as they are similar to 
extraction features. Where suspected an additional comment was added to the component 
description to indicate that it may be a prospection or trail feature. 
 
Extraction Features 
 
Adit – Horizontal tunnel into the mine where primary role is drainage, often of a smaller 
size than a Haulage Level, but occasionally of large dimensions.  
 
Dead Heap – tip composed of development waste produced when sinking a shaft. May 
be a simple ring of material tipped around the shaft or may display more complex 
characteristics indicating the use of single wheeled barrows or waggons run on rails. 
Occasionally the morphology may suggest tipping from handbarrows or buckets. 
Predominantly composed of sterile rock with no evidence of mineral. 
 
Gin shaft - Larger shaft tips may have a flat circular area offset from the shaft, which 
indicates the use of a horse powered winding engine or Horse Whim (aka Gin). Can have 
a stone walled or turf and stone enclosure around the gin circle. Here the term Gin Shaft 
can be used. 
 
Haulage Level – Horizontal tunnel into the mine equipped with rails and large enough 
for the use of horses for the haulage of materials and ore (hence the alternative term of 
Horse Level). Later examples may have worked with locomotives. Haulage Levels often 
also serve as adits draining workings. 
 
Hush – grove in a hillside scoured in part by the application of water. May be used for 
prospection, to investigate or work a mineral vein. In the latter case hushes often 
resemble linear quarries. 
 
Opencut – Trench feature, which penetrates bedrock and displays evidence of mineral 
working, may display evidence of earlier working from shafts. 
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Pit - superficial excavation, which usually do not continue into bedrock, square, 
rectangular or round with little or no upcast of spoil. 
 
Pit/trench – feature having the properties of both a pit and a trench. Usually rectangular 
but not long enough to be definitely identified as a trench. 
 
Shaft – vertical entrance into the ground usually surrounded by a tip of waste material 
produced as it is sunk (development waste or deads see also dead heap). This can be a 
simple ring around the shaft in which case the term Shaft Mound is used. Larger shaft 
tips may have a flat circular area offset from the shaft, which indicates the use of a horse 
powered winding engine or Horse Whim (aka Gin). Here the term Gin Shaft can be used. 
Occasionally the remains of a steam engine may be present near the shaft. Note the term 
Bell Pit is to be avoided as it is not considered a suitable term to use on metal mining 
sites. The term has sometimes been replaced with Shallow Shaft but this description is 
equally misleading. 
 
Shaft / Opencut - feature which appears to be several shafts very close together running 
one into the other, may in reality be an opencut worked a separate cells each with 
different floor levels 
 
Trench – linear excavation whose length greatly exceeds its width possibly with upcast 
of spoil on one or both sides of the trench, this term is only used for superficial 
excavation, which usually do not continue into bedrock (see also opencut). 
 
 
Ore Dressing Features 
 
Bouse Teem – Stone built ore storage bunker usually located on a dressing floor. This is 
where ore is stored prior to dressing. Note in the North Pennines the term Bingstead is 
also used but in the Yorkshire Dales this term only appears to be used for storage areas at 
smelting sites for the storage of dressed ore. 
 
Buddle – area for washing ore and separating lighter waste from heavier ore. These can 
be a variety of different shapes. Early types present as slight earthworks resembling small 
tanks with a V notch marking the outlet. Often present as a shallow trench feature, which 
can have a stepped bottom, which altered the speed of the flow of water. Can sometimes 
flare from one end to another. Later types can be circular. Buddles often have an 
associated water leat and are usually filled with fine sediment, which is diagnostic. 
 
Crusher – Mechanised device for crushing ore. Types include roller and jaw and can be 
powered by water, steam or other power sources. 
 
Dressing area – ore preparation area. Often displays several different grades of mineral 
spoil indicating crushing and washing activities, which can be difficult to diagnose if 
grassed over. May have evidence of paved areas, buddles and other washing apparatus, 
larger area than a Knocking Floor and usually without evidence of a knockstone. Pre 
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19P

th
P century examples are often more amorphous comprised of areas of ill-defined 

earthworks.  Can be disturbed by reprocessing operations. Usually served by water leats 
and may have associated dams. Relationship with extraction site can indicate if a primary 
dressing site or a Waste Dressing Site. 
 
Knocking Floor – small discrete dressing area consisting of a knocking stone 
surrounded by an areas of crushed dressing waste often displaying several grades of spoil. 
Usually survives as a small area of roughly bedded stone missing the flat “anvil” stone 
which sat on top. 
 
Knocking stone – flat stone used as an anvil when crushing ore by hand. Often survive 
as a low rubble platform with the top stone missing. 
 
Waste Dressing Site – ore dressing site used to dress discarded dressing waste. Usually 
not directly associated with extraction sites. Early examples display evidence of manual 
handling of material, where as 20P

th
P century examples show signs of mechanical handling. 

 
Miscellaneous Features 
 
Building – structure more substantial than a coe, usually multi-celled often not directly 
associated with excavation features. Can be associated with dressing activities. 
 
Coe – small usually single celled building found closely associated with excavation 
features. Can be to one side of a vein or built over a shaft, often square and just big 
enough to store a few tools or a small amount of dressed ore. 
 
Dam – enclosure for storing water. Often associated with water leats. 
 
Explosive store – Small building usually substantially built usually placed on the edge of 
a site. Usually contains no windows and door may face away from site. 
 
Leat – see water leat. 
 
Meerstone – boundary stone marking out the area of a mining lease. May have initials 
and numbers. 
 
Water leat – small ditch feature to carry water. May be substantial and stone lined but 
usually very ephemeral. 
 
Wheel Pit – Pit housing a water wheel. 
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Addendum - the following corrected maps include shafts missed from the original survey, 
position estimated from vertical air photograph. 
  

 
Fig.89 High View West 
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Fig. 90 Village Centre  


